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Abstract—This paper presents an active communication mechanism based on SNS user behavior (e.g., likes, shares, replies) in e-learning. For this, we propose a novel automatic link generation method by considering users’ knowledge and interests during the conversation on SNS. The method generates two kinds of links to promote user communication in e-learning, 1) knowledge support for receivers who receive posts from senders, and 2) conversation evoked support for receivers to offer the information regarding senders. Through this, the mechanism can provide knowledge appropriate to each user in e-learning. In this paper, we discuss our proposed user characteristic extraction using Facebook pages.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, MOOC is now a new form of education for students who want to attend courses at any level or cannot access traditional education due to time, geographic accessibility, or other reasons. However, it is difficult to maintain student motivation for self-learning. Currently, many students can collaborate during online courses through SNS, such as Facebook and Twitter. Liao et al. [1] and Chen et al. [2] investigated the use of SNS in online education. Students can communicate with each other when they use post threads on SNS. Because of the different levels of knowledge between students, the communication cannot proceed smoothly. It is a problem that we need to solve in this research. Therefore, it is necessary to extract user characteristics from SNS user behavior, which indicate users’ knowledge and interests, and supplement the users’ posts with related information (e.g., search results, Wikipedia pages, lecture videos, or other friends’ information) in the post thread.

In this work, the goal is to develop a novel automatic link generation method by analyzing SNS user behavior from users’ posts in e-learning. The proposed method generates two kinds of links: 1) knowledge support for receivers who receive posts from senders, and 2) conversation evoked support for receivers to offer the information regarding senders (see Fig. 1). Although several automatic link generation methods for web sites have been studied [3], [4], they have focused on web pages for knowledge support only, they do not solve the mentioned issues about user communication in e-learning.

Other researches about for user behavior on news sites [5], did not consider the relationships between users. In this paper, we first extract user characteristics by analyzing SNS user behavior in e-learning from their posts. Then, we can detect users’ relationships based on the user characteristics. Thus, 1) links of knowledge support are attached to posts by using search results or Wikipedia pages of unknown vocabulary words for receivers, and 2) links of conversation evoked support for receivers to offer the information regarding senders are attached to posts by using related lecture videos about topics of the posts or other friends’ information when they have the same interests. The proposed novel method then promotes users to communicate with each other during the conversation in e-learning.

II. ACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS FOR E-LEARNING

In this section, we describe the proposed link generation method for active communications in e-learning. The proposed method extracts user characteristics by analyzing user behavior from their posts, and selects vocabulary words as links based on user characteristics from their posts, and selects vocabulary words as links based on user characteristics. We first extract feature words of each user from users’ posts as user characteristics. Then, the low or high weight vocabulary words as link candidates based on users’ relationships. The
link information is classified into two kinds: 1) knowledge support and 2) conversation evoked support.

A. Analysis of SNS User Behavior

To analyze SNS user behavior, we first extract high-frequency words from each post of each user by using Yahoo!Web API\(^1\). Next, we calculate the average weight of each extracted high-frequency word. Then, we extract user characteristics by extracting feature words of each user. We calculate the weight of each word \(i\) that appears in each user’s posts by the following formula:

\[
\text{weight of } i = \frac{\text{weight by Yahoo!Web API}}{\#\text{posts with } i} \times \frac{\text{total #posts}}{\#\text{posts with } i} \tag{1}
\]

The left part of Eq. (1) calculates the average weight of \(i\) that appears in each post. The right part of Eq. (1) as a \(IDF\) value of \(i\) in all posts of each user. In addition, “Like” and “Share” options are available on SNS, to respectively mark your interest or spread the post. Therefore, we can improve the calculation method by adding the numbers of “Like” and “Share” to the weight of each word.

B. Generation of Links in Chats

To generate links in chats between users, we attach the link information to vocabulary words in posts based on users’ relationships by using user characteristics (feature words). The link information of knowledge support is to supplement unknown vocabulary words for a receiver; we select the low weight words as unknown vocabulary words in the post as link candidates from extracted feature words of the receiver’s characteristic. Then, we attach search results and Wikipedia pages of the low weight words to the post. In Fig. 1, it is determined that there is a lack of knowledge about “C Programming” for the receiver, “C Programming” as a link is generated in the post to the receiver.

The link information of conversation evoked support is to promote user communication for receivers to offer the information regarding senders; we select the high weight words from extracted feature words of the receiver’s characteristic, and detect other friends’ information (linked through words from extracted feature words of the receiver) as user characteristics is used for extracting the relationships between users. Therefore, these feature words for generating feature vector of each user are useful for both receivers and senders in the chats. According to the correlations between the method 1) and other methods by comparing rankings of the latest 50 posts of “Exciting Programming Starting from Elementary School” and it is not in methods 2)-4) top-15. From this, the difference between the upper characteristic words calculated from only the text that the user has posted.

The purpose of this evaluation is to verify whether our proposed method is useful for extracting user characteristics based on SNS user behavior. We acquired posts of public online course pages by using Facebook API\(^2\) as follows:

- A: the latest 50 posts of “Exciting Programming Starting from Elementary School”
- B: the latest 50 posts of “Online Programming Learning Service on APP Development”

A is an online course for programming beginner. B is an online course for programming advanced learners. In this evaluation, we extracted feature words as user characteristics of A and B by using the following four methods:

1) the weight of word \(i\) by Eq. (1)
2) \(1) \times \#\text{likes of posts with } i\)
3) \(2) \times \#\text{shares of posts with } i\)
4) \(3) + 1) \times \#\text{likes for each reply}\)

Here, \#likes and \#shares for A or B were normalized to fit within 0 to 1. As described above, 1) \(TF-IDF\) which was calculated from only the text that the user has posted, 2) integrating the value of 1) and the number of likes, which was normalized as the weight, and 3) integrating the value of 2) and the number of shares, which was normalized as the weight. In addition, 4) we verified user characteristic (feature word) by adding the value of 3) to the value of integrating 1) \(TF-IDF\) for each comment and the number of likes for each comment. Table I shows top-15 feature words of A and B by each method, respectively. Bold words denote the feature words are related to A or B.

We found that many feature words are proper nouns, such as “Graduate School of Information Science and Technology, The University of Tokyo” and “jQuery UI”. In all methods, the ranking orders of the same feature words are different, and several feature words are different. For example, the feature word “Kenichiro Mugi” of A rank highest with the method 1), and it is not in methods 2)-4) top-15. From this, the difference between the upper characteristic words calculated from only the information of the sender and the upper characteristic words that including transmission information of the other uses, was found. In this work, high weight feature words as user characteristics is used for extracting the relationships between users. Therefore, these feature words for generating feature vector of each user are useful for both receivers and senders in the chats. According to the correlations between the method 1) and other methods by comparing rankings of top-15 feature words based on Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, the correlation coefficient of methods 1) and 2) is 0.77, the correlation coefficient of methods 1) and 3) is 0.76, and the correlation coefficient of methods 1) and 4) is 0.72. Although the correlations between the method 1) and other methods are similar, the method 4) is different from the method 1) by considering \#likes, \#shares, and replies. In addition, the correlations between the method 1) and other

\[\text{Sim}(\hat{\mathbf{x}}, \hat{\mathbf{y}}) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{|V|} x_i \cdot y_i}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{|V|} (x_i)^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{|V|} (y_i)^2}} \tag{2}\]

\(\hat{\mathbf{x}}\) denotes the feature vector of user \(x\), and \(\hat{\mathbf{y}}\) denotes the feature vector of user \(y\). \(|V|\) is the number of dimensions of the feature vector.

\(^1\)http://developer.yahoo.co.jp/webapi/jlp/keyphrase/v1/extract.html

\(^2\)https://developers.facebook.com/
methods are not high, we could confirm that the feature words are different by using these four methods.

As discussed above, many proper nouns that do not require knowledge assistance. Conversely, common words are widely used, they are not useful for our proposed system. In the future, we need to improve the calculation method to remove the common words for extracting user characteristics.

### IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an active communication mechanism in e-learning based on SNS user behavior. The platform automatically generates two kinds of links to promote user communication in e-learning, 1) knowledge support for receivers, and 2) conversation evoked support for receivers to offer the information according senders. Finally, we evaluated the user characteristic extraction from posts by comparing proposed four methods. in addition, compared the usefulness of the calculation of the user characteristics by using the Facebook posts information.

In the future, we plan to enhance the proposed method based on the experimental results and verification experiments will be carried out for many more post data. Furthermore, we will extract the relationships between users by constructing the matrix based on SNS user behavior.
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